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“Overall, the ceremony was beautiful and rich with tradition. Kate’s dress was gorgeous—conservative enough to appease the
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MEDIA SENIOR SHOW
The Taylor community is
invited to attend the media
communication senior show
Monday, May 9, beginning
at 6 p.m. The evening will
begin with the display of
seniors’ work starting in the
Rupp Atrium and continuing
through the upper level of
Mitchell Theater. The event
will be followed at 8:15 p.m.
by the year-end awards presentation. “We’re incredibly
proud of the work our students have done,” said Kathy
Bruner, assistant professor of
media communication. “Last
year we had a large number
of people attend, and we anticipate the same this year.”

HILLARY MAY
NEWS CO-EDITOR

T

he school year may be winding down for many
students, but for the admissions staff, work to
determine next year’s class is still in full swing.
Recruitment for the class of 2015 is projected to last
until the end of the summer. The process, however,
has not been an easy one.
According to Dusty Di Santo, director of recruitment, the recession has put a difficult halt on bringing students to Taylor.
“The last few years have been really challenging overall, and the recession
has made [college] a lot more expensive,” he said. “A lot of students are looking at community colleges and other ways to save money.”
There are currently 470 students committed to coming to Taylor in the
fall, although that number will fluctuate throughout the next three months.
Traditionally, the average number of students that has been recruited in the
past four years has been between 470 and 485, and Di Santo predicts that
the new class will fall between those numbers.
Steve Mortland, dean of enrollment, believes students are taking longer
to make a final decision, and those students already accepted have proven
more regional than in the past due to the economy shift.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

			
THE ECHO RECOGNIZED

The Society of Professional
Journalists (District V) and
the Indiana Collegiate Press
Association (ICPA) honored
The Echo and members of its
staff for outstanding work
during the past year. The
awards ranged from team
awards for The Echo (overall
design, best individual issue,
best all around non-daily student newspaper) to individual
honors for writing, design
and photography.
—Jim Garringer

WEEKEND WEATHER

Today
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54°

Graphic by Tim Riethmiller

Taylor University’s student
newspaper, The Echo—along
with several student journalists—has been recognized
with a number of regional
and state awards.

NEXT STOP KOREA
Students could not only learn Korean, but also study
abroad in Korea, if current plans continue to progress
Taylor’s foreign language
the leading countries in
CHANDLER BIRCH
program may soon add
Asia—culturally, economCONTRIBUTOR
Korean as an option to
ically, religiously,” Chang
meet language requirements.
said. “Christianity, in particular, is
The department offers Spanish, very strong. I see many good partners
French, Hebrew and Greek lan- for Taylor there.”
guage options, all staples for foreign
Though Chang is fluent in Korean,
language departments. But if Chin he insists on gaining certification to
Chang, professor of Spanish and teach it.
managing director in the Institute of
“Knowing a language is not the
English Language Studies, along with same as being able to teach it well,”
other Taylor faculty, can continue he said.
making progress, students may have
Chang plans to acquire that certifithe option within a few years.
cation at Korea University, his alma
“For the last couple of years, my mater, during his sabbatical next year.
colleagues and I have been working The three-month, 120-hour program
hard to develop some programs we will be rigorous, but for Chang, the
can do with Korea,” Chang said. “And work will be worth the chance to
I thought it was good idea to think teach students his native language.
about offering new languages. As a
If all goes well, Korean will be
language professor here, I think it’s available as a foreign language credit
good to provide some diversity for our by 2012, though not as a major. The
students.”
plan is to offer Korean 101 in the fall
Chang is passionate about the new and Korean 102 in the spring. For stupossibility.
dents desiring something a little more
“As you know, one of President intensive, semesters in Korea will be
Habecker’s visions for Taylor is
‘global engagement’ ... Korea is one of
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

OSAMA BIN LADEN
KILLED IN SECRET RAID
After a decade-long
was injured. Bin Laden
ELIZABETH DE GRAAF
search, al Qaeda leader
was shot in the head.
CONTRIBUTOR
Osama bin Laden was
He was identified on
shot and killed by a
sight, and conveyed to
team of Navy SEALS after a raid at the President using the military’s
bin Laden’s compound Sunday.
code name, Geronimo. Afterward,
Hours after bin Laden was posi- DNA testing was done to confirm his
tively identified, President Barack identity. The United States had, in
Obama spoke to the
fact, found bin Laden.
nation about the hisIt was to an anxious
“...We can do things
toric event.
nation that Obama
“ To n i g h t , I c a n
gave his speech late
not just because of
report to the AmeriSunday night.
wealth or power, but
can people and to the
“We give thanks
because we are one
world that the United
for the men who
nation, under God,
States has conducted
carried out this
an operation that
operation, for they
indivisible, with liberty
killed Osama bin
exemplify the profesand justice for all.”
Laden, the leader
sionalism, patriotism
of al Qaeda, and a
and unparalleled
terrorist who’s responsible for the courage of those who serve our counmurder of thousands of innocent men, try,” Obama said, praising the actions
women and children,” Obama said.
of the U.S. military. “Let us rememA team of two dozen SEALS and a ber that we can do these things not
couple of choppers descended on bin just because of wealth or power, but
Laden’s compound Sunday. Inside, because of who we are: one nation,
they found the terrorist, his brother, under God, indivisible, with liberty
a man named Ahmed and one of bin and justice for all.”
Laden’s wives.
The men were killed and the woman
MORE COVERAGE ON PAGE 3
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SUCCESS! CONTINUED...

The admissions office typically receives
around 1,900 college applications every
year. Only 1,100 students are accepted,
although not everyone chooses to attend.
The ratio of men to women will remain
consistent for next year, with 45 percent
males and 55 percent females. The number of international students that will
attend has dropped slightly to between
15 and 20 students, Mortland said.
He also mentioned that current students should expect to see a lot more
freshmen majoring in the sciences, which
he believes is due in part to the new Euler
Science Complex. He added that this particular class appears to be more academically competitive than in previous years.
According to Di Santo, the incoming
class is much more socially active, which
he believes will be a great characteristic

KOREAN LANGUAGE CONTINUED...

available through the proposed study
abroad program. Students could experience a total immersion program designed
to accelerate their learning, which would
consist of focused language classes and
field trips to get a taste of the culture.
Chris Bennett, dean of international
programs, is excited to see where this
program may lead. This new language

to see on campus.
“These are students who don’t just want
to come to Taylor to be impacted, they
want to impact, and I think that has been
a running theme with this generation,” he
said. “They have higher expectations for
opportunities to serve and lead, and this
class is going to be the class that wants
to impact with not only Taylor but community outside of Taylor ... more than I
have ever seen in the last few years.”
There have always been themes present with each class, he said, and this
“socially active class” has been another
underlying theme to expect next year.
Curt Merlau, a Taylor admissions counselor, couldn’t agree more with Di Santo’s
perspective.
“These students have made a bold commitment ... for some, it was unknown
how it would all work out financially but,
no matter their financial circumstances,
course goes beyond the simple addition of
a linguistic option, he said. It reflects the
culture-accepting atmosphere at Taylor.
“One of the best aspects of Taylor is the
diversity we have,” Bennett said. “The
students from other cultures bring new
ways of thinking, and they’re smart and
diligent ... They fit in here.”
Indeed, anyone who saw the “Waving
Flag” act or attended Mosaic Night cannot
deny that international and multi-ethnic

they’ve all made a choice to invest into
our community.”
Merlau added that Taylor has already
recruited seven Lilly Scholars, as well
as a significant amount of students who
have received a four-year full ride to
any university of their choice but have
decided to be a part of Taylor’s student
body. Merlau has also worked with a
number of students who could have the
choice to attend any college of their choice
because of their academic record, but
have decided to study at Taylor “because
they value above all Christian scholarship.”
“Their passion and excitement for Taylor is contagious,” he said. “It reminds me
what we have here and the commitment
we have as a Taylor family to give these
incoming students a return of what we’ve
been so blessed to have ourselves.”

students add a fascinating depth to Taylor.
“With the changes that this program will
implement, we’ll be able to bring in more
students from different cultures,” Bennett said. “It multiplies quickly. Visiting
cross-culture students will see that people
come here from other countries and are
accepted and love this place and decide
they want to try it out for themselves. It
really reflects the ‘mosaic’ nature of our
university.”

DEADLY STORMS SLAM SOUTH
ERICA GLEASON

With an estimated
600 tornadoes
recorded nationwide during the past month, the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has deemed 2011 a year of
“unprecedented tornado activity.” Most of
these tornadoes struck the South, where
an estimated 170 tornadoes tore through
15 states last week.
This outbreak of severe weather made
last Wednesday the deadliest day of
tornadoes in the U.S. since 1974, killing
at least 337 people. The intensity and
duration of these tornadoes is what made
them so deadly, with the TuscaloosaBirmingham Tornado reaching up to 1.5
miles wide and traveling for up to 80
miles, according to the NOAA.
Though five states declared states of
emergency, the worst of the devastation
pummeled the state of Alabama. According to a Federal Emergency Management
Agency report, 13 disaster recovery centers were set up to aid those whose homes
CONTRIBUTOR

or businesses had been severely impacted
were open as of Tuesday, and $9.5 million has been granted to aid over 30,000
people who have registered for assistance.
To avoid repeating the mistakes made
during relief efforts after Hurricane
Katrina, President Barack Obama has
promised to make sure the “maximum
federal help comes here as quickly as possible” in a statement made during a tour
of the region last Friday. “We’re going to
make sure that you’re not forgotten.”
Joy Mathis, who graduated after J-term
this year, was home in Alabama when the
tornadoes struck. Describing the powerful work of “the finger of God,” she said
her family’s home was completely spared
when a mile-wide tornado split in two,
heading just north and south of her home.
Mathis’s family lives atop DeSoto Caverns in Childersburg, a prime location for
watching storms sweep though the region.
“[This time], rather than just being a
thrill to watch, it became having friends
lose things, which was really devastating

and scary.”
Despite the devastation, Mathis has
seen God at work in providing quick relief.
After a friend’s home was destroyed by a
fallen oak tree 50 people from a nearby
church showed up asking how they could
help.
“It has been really interesting to see the
body of Christ unite so quickly and seeing Facebook and Twitter light up with
prayer,” Mathis said.
Perhaps one of Mathis’s most powerful
experiences in the wake of the storm was
a recent horseback ride during which she
and a prayer team lifted up the region
and saw God’s faithful responses to the
prayers of so many.
“It is amazing how much relationship
is being established,” Mathis said. “It’s
a whole new level—when you’re the one
that needs help—of learning how to
receive help from others, showing us how
to receive from God.”
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The Echo aims to represent the views of diverse voices
on Taylor University’s campus fairly and without bias
and to be a vehicle of accurate and pertinent information to the student body, faculty and staff. The Echo
also aims to be a forum that fosters healthy discussion
about relevant issues, acting as a catalyst for change
on our campus.
Student journalists have published The Echo weekly
since 1915, except for January term, exam week
and school holidays. The Echo is a member of the
Associated Collegiate Press and the Indiana Collegiate
Press Association.
The Echo is printed by HNE Printers in Greenfield, Ind.
The Echo offices are in the Rupp Communication
Arts Building.
Please address all letters, questions or comments to:
THE ECHO
236 W. READE AVE.
UPLAND, IN 46989-10 01
(765) 998-5359
ECHO@TAYLOR.EDU
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FRIDAY
CHA P EL - D R. JAY KESLER,
P RESI D ENT EMERI TUS

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

ROCK THE D OCK

Taylor Lake (the Union if weather interferes)
Featuring The Atlantic, Face the Flood & The Less
7 p.m.

TAYLOR OP ERA : “LOVE A ND MA RRI A G E”

Butz Carruth Recital Hall
8 p.m.
Tickets are $5

SATURDAY
TAYLOR OP ERA : “LOVE A ND MA RRI A G E”

Butz Carruth Recital Hall
8 p.m.
Tickets are $5

SUNDAY
‘LOVE WI NS’?

Panel discussion about Rob Bell’s new book, featuring
Drs. Harbin, Smith and Spiegel
Recital Hall
7:30 p.m.

MONDAY
CHA P EL - HONORS CHA P EL

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

HEA LTH P ROMOTI ON I N BELI Z E 2012
I NFORMATI ONA L MEETI NG

If you cannot make this meeting, please
contact Dr. Jeff Marsee directly
Eichling Aquatics Wing 218
7 p.m.

TUESDAY
A LL-CA MP US COMMUNI ON, WORSHI P A ND
SENI OR P RAYER EVENT

Taylor Lake
8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
CHA P EL - SUMMER OF SERVI CE

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

WORLD
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“The death of bin
Laden marks the most
significant achievement to date in our
nation’s effort to defeat
al Qaeda.”

Photo by NYDaily News.

6 May 2011

-President Barack
Obama

Americans celebrate Osama bin Laden’s death near Ground Zero in New York City.

Terrorist’s death sparks diverse reactions
ANNA MEDEARIS
Contributor

campus in a van yelling and waving American flags.
“Honestly, I was actually in the van celebrating
with those other guys. I have talked to several of them
After nearly a decade of looking for the world’s most now, and most of us agree it wasn’t the most approwanted terrorist, Osama bin Laden, the mastermind priate response,” sophomore Cameron Herschberger
of 9/11, is dead. U.S. troops assassinated him in a said, reflecting on his initial reaction to the breaking
40-minute firefight at a compound in Pakistan, where news. “About halfway through, I was struck with what
bin Laden was hiding. Bin Ladin was killed in the last it looked like we were really doing: celebrating the
minutes of the siege Sunday, May 1. After one of bin death of a terrorist. And yes, in part we were rejoicing
Laden’s wives and a DNA test confirmed his identity, in justice being served.”
the U.S. buried his body at
Herschberger said
sea shortly after.
he never intended to
“Justice has been served,”
offend anyone and
were the words of response
would react differently
that covered the media and
looking back on it.
“We can acknowledge that justice was served
without parading around.”
social networks. Across the
“We can acknowlnation, Americans reacted
edge that justice was
with excitement or with
served without paraduncertainty and mixed emoi n g a r o u n d ,” s a i d
tions. However, many Americans’ initial responses junior Tiara Shaya, president of Middle East Colwere in celebration over a sense of victory. CNN legiate Association at Taylor. “I think that any type
reported that “the party-like atmosphere ... was an of appreciation of justice that has occurred should be
outbreak of national pride.” Celebrations erupted accompanied with mourning.”
around monuments and throughout college camSadness was a main part of one student’s reaction
puses. Groups congregated outside the White House, to the news of bin Laden’s death.
at Times Square and Ground Zero in New York and
“It was a sadness of fallen men. It was a sadness
in other central locations across the nation.
that this was a consequence of a really messed up
In Upland, the news also spread quickly on cam- world in which we live,” said junior Liam Martin.
pus Sunday evening. People screamed throughout “The sadness was ... is this the state of the world in
the hallways and around campus: Olson Hall resi- which we live? Its really sad that we have to live and
dents sang about bin Laden’s death, while men from deal with this ... until Christ returns. It goes with a
Samuel Morris Hall and Wengatz Hall drove around very deep sense of hope for what it is going to mean

when Jesus comes and dwells with men and there is
no more war and oppression.”
While many reactions led to in-depth reflections,
the national news services recognized the importance
of Americans’ reactions.
“Celebrating the death of anyone goes against who
we are as Americans,” CNN reported. “We need to be
careful about this.”
Some students agreed and felt uncertain about the
celebrations.
“The whole thing just kind of makes me uncomfortable because there are videos blatantly showing
people rejoicing over his death, and he wasn’t the only
one who hates us,” said senior Abbey Allen.
With mixed emotions, people wonder how to react.
“I understand the celebration and believe that there
is a place for society to celebrate a strategic victory,
but as a Christian I was horrified by the exuberance
and disrespect of much of what was occurring,” said
political science professor Nicolas Kerton-Johnson.
“Bin Laden did terrible things, but the tone of the
celebrations did not reflect Christ’s call for us to love
our enemies. In fact, quite the opposite.”
Bin Laden’s death brings a sense of closure, but
also a sense of uncertainty. Although some students
describe it as “a sense of relief,” many Americans fear
retaliation in the future. Bin Laden’s death does not
ensure the world’s security, according to the Huffington Post.
“It was clearly a symbolic triumph,” Kerton-Johnson said, “ ... but in the greater struggles against
extreme Islamism, possibly of little effect.”

M

assage
therapy

is available in Upland.
Call Rose Phillips at

765-506-7700

RN & Certified Massage Therapist

Specializing in neck & shoulder issues
1331 S. Eighth St.

T.U. students receive 20% discount.
Hour massage is $50 (Student price: $40) .
Half hour massage is $25 (Student price: $20).

Dorm events available
for education & seated massage.

Panel highlights recent revolutions in the Middle East
LIZ GOLDSMITH
Staff Writer

they be a part of determining their own future,”
she said.
But repression, corruption and economic hardJanuary 25, 2011, signaled the beginning of a popu- ships have plagued these nations for decades. Why
lar uprising in Egypt that led to the overthrow of revolt now?
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak. This revoluThe answer, Hoskins said, lies with social media,
tion came on the heels of a similar one in Tunisia, which has allowed people to connect and coordinate
and, since then, protests have erupted in Libya, in new ways. Models of nonviolent resistance are
Bahrain, Yemen, Syria and other countries in the also central to a successful revolution.
region.
The likelihood that these revolutions will lead
The M i d d l e East
to democracy, however,
is changing. Or is it?
differs from country to
That was the issue
country.
addressed at a TuesHoffmann, profes“I think Christians have lived for too long in
day night coffee house
sor emeritus of politithe Middle East as second-class citizens. [This
panel sponsored by
cal science at Taylor,
is an] opportunity to make the right kind of
the Spencer Centre for
analyzed the protests
change. We could potentially be holding the
Global Engagement.
in three countries to
right answers for those seeking the change.”
Pa n e l i s t s T r a c y
gauge their prospects
Hoskins, Stephen
for success.
Hoffmann and Michael
For Egypt, he said,
Bassous presented
the future looks more
their views on the
promising than it does
subject of change in the Middle East and how for Bahrain and Syria. In Bahrain, the monarchy
Christians should interpret these events. These government is corrupt and resistant to change. In
presentations were followed by a Q&A session.
Syria, 500 people have been killed and thousands
According to Hoskins, Taylor history professor, have disappeared since the uprising began.
popular revolution is new to the Arab world.
Just as most people didn’t expect the Soviet
“This is the first time in more than 600 years that Union to fall as suddenly as it did, Hoffmann said,
Arabs have taken to the streets and demanded that people shouldn’t rule out the possibility of real

change.
“We need to understand that history can change
dramatically for the better, and we can hope for
that,” Hoffmann said. “All Christians need this
mixture of realism and hope.”
However, some Eastern European countries have
experienced less freedom and democracy than others in the intervening years. The same may prove
true for the nations in the Middle East.
Bassous, general secretary of the Bible Society in
Lebanon, Syria and Iraq and a member of Taylor’s
Council for Global Engagement and Leadership,
focused more on the religious and Christian implications of these uprisings.
For Muslims, Bassous said, allegiance to Islam
supersedes allegiance to one’s nation. The pendulum could swing either way in how these changes
in the Middle East affect Christians living there.
The freedom of worship that is allowed isn’t the
same as freedom of religion, which grants one the
right to change his religion.
Despite the uncertainties, however, Bassous said
Christians have an opportunity to influence the
reforms if they are willing to start a dialogue based
on reciprocity with the change-leaders.
“I think Christians have lived for too long in
the Middle East as second-class citizens,” he said.
“[This is an] opportunity to make the right kind of
change. We could potentially be holding the right
answers for those seeking the change.”

Government official quits position
Japan - Toshiso Kosako, a radiation

adviser to the Japanese government,
resigned after criticizing the government’s laws on radiation. Kosako, a
radiation expert at the University of
Tokyo, was hired after the March 11
earthquake.

Explosion kills five soldiers
Yemen - Wednesday, a military ve-

hicle in Yemen carrying five soldiers
exploded. Four civilians died after
the blast when panicked soliders
fired their weapons.

Free speech case goes to trial
South Africa - South African party

leader Julius Malema is on trial
against the Afrikaan community,
which seeks to ban him from singing
a controversial apartheid-era song
with the words, “shoot the Boer.”

Portugal government accepted
bailout
Portugal- Caretaker Prime Min-

ister José Sócrates accepted an
international aid plan of 78 billion
euros or $116 billion. The government requested the bailout after the
government failed to meet its 2010
deficit target.

Border dispute results in death
Sudan- More than a dozen soldiers

have been killed in border disputes
between the northern and southern
Sudanese troops. Some fear that the
two sides will start fighting before
Southern Sudan splits this summer.

Peru candidate gains advise from
Brazil
Peru - Peruvian presidential candi-

date Ollanta Humala hired Brazilian
campaign advisers for the upcoming
election. Humala was defeated when

On This Day
in History
1940 - John Steinbeck wins the
Pultizer Prize for his novel
“The Grapes of Wrath.”
1942 - During WWII, American forces
surrendered to the Japanese
in the Phillippines.
1954- Oxford student Roger Bannister
ran the first four-minute mile.
1994 - The English Channel tunnel
opens connecting Great Britian and
the mainland of Europe.
2004 - The final episode of
“Friends” aired on NBC.

he ran in 2006, and this recent addition to his campaign strategy marks
a shift in the election.
Voice recorder from Air France
Plance Crash discovered
France - Tuesday, investigators

said the voice recorder from the Air
France jet which crashed over the
Atlantic was discovered. The crash
took place more than two years ago.

Men arrested for filming nuclear
plant
Great Britian - Five men were arrest-

ed Tuesday for allegedly filming near
the Sellafield nuclear fuel reprocessing plant. The men were arrested
under antiterrorism laws, but it has
been stated there is no link between
the incident and the confirmed death
of bin Laden Sunday.
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‘Heart Strings and Soul Surgery’
DIANA KIM

B R E AC H I N G
th e

B U B B L E

KONICHIWA!
A Japanese lab has created a
gadget that allows users to
“French kiss” someone over the
Internet. The robot pioneers at
Tokyo’s Kajimoto Laboratory claim
it is the beginning of what could
evolve into a complete online
person-to-person experience.
No thank you.

T

he black van sat in a well-lit church parking
lot on a gloomy August night. A boy in the
driver’s seat wrote letters to all his loved
ones, confident it would bring closure. The
thin 18-year-old looked out of the hazy windows with bloodshot eyes and deep lines on his
forehead. He had never felt more lonely and worthless in his life.
“This is for the best,” he thought. He was not going
to be selfish anymore. He would finally do what he
had been contemplating for the last four years.
“How did I get to this point?” he asked himself as
held the notes in one hand and a bottle of pills in
the other.
His face was pale and his hands shook. His
paranoia grew as every little noise made him
flinch. He could not bring himself to do it. He
punched the steering wheel. This was it. He could
not wait any longer. He needed to do what was
best for everyone, or so he thought.
The boy filled his hands with pills and rapidly
washed them down with water. He filled his hands
again and again until all 102 pills were gone.
He sat in the van by himself, waiting to die. His
eyelids grew heavy as he locked the doors and
leaned back.
“Goodbye, family. Goodbye, friends. Goodbye,
pain.” These were the last thoughts of high school
senior Sean Taylor the night he attempted suicide.

CO N T R I B U TO R

said. “I was homeless. I became more and more
depressed and was on three new medications. I was
lonely. I was living a double life.”
One August night Taylor texted his mentor, “Do
you love me?” A few minutes later, his mentor
responded by saying that he was too much for him
to handle. Just like Taylor’s father and friends, his
mentor pushed him away and abandoned him.
That night, Aug. 1, 2009, Taylor decided to end
his life.

Taylor participated in the mandatory inpatient counseling session. During his time there,
his friends visited and gave him a Bible. This is
when he found Hebrews 13:5, a verse stating that
God would never leave him or forsake him,which
impacted his life so much that it was later engraved
into his arm.
After a week, Taylor was released from the mental hospital and completed the outpatient program.
One week later, he arrived at Taylor University.

The Aftermath

Moving Forward

It was seven hours before someone found him—
two hours past when he should have died. A man
knocked on the van’s window and saw Taylor seizing. When he did not respond, the man called the
police. They broke the window and took Taylor to
the hospital.
“How am I alive?” was the only question on Taylor’s mind when he awoke in a white room with
tubes protruding from his arms. He was weak, and
stayed in the hospital for three more days.
Much to Taylor’s dismay, he was told he could
not return home. Two men came into his room with
a stretcher and took him to a mental hospital for
inpatient therapy.
“I am going to try again as soon as I get another
chance,” was the thought lingering in Taylor’s mind.

Taylor’s bouts with depression and suicide did not
disappear, but he’s convinced the community at
Taylor University helped him find God and turn
his life around.
Former personnel assistant Levi Stuckey remembers when Taylor told him about his past.
“I was shocked I guess ... I always thought of Taylor University as a ‘bubble.’ I guess you could say
that his story burst my bubble. I was just sad, but
I tried to stay pretty consistent with him and just
show him love.”
Stuckey was the first person Taylor told about his
struggles, and he kept it confidential.
According to Taylor, through the love from his
floor and the strength through God, he was able to
see a reason for living.
“It has been a long and hard road, but I have come
out on the other side with hope, a renewed thinking
of life and joy.”
Taylor’s life is nothing short of a miracle. He
has come a long way from where he was two years
ago. He still deals with depression, but says he has
learned to cope with it.
His experience has allowed him to pursue his
dreams with more passion and diligence. His newest venture is a memoir on his life, “Heart Strings
& Soul Surgery,” which will come out this fall.
“Sean is a great guy,” Stuckey said. “He has a huge
heart and loves people. He is a phenomenal artist
and just wants to be accepted.”
Taylor is poised, confident and considerate. He is
not living in secrecy anymore but is ready to answer
any questions that come his way. He smiles as he
contemplates what he is about to say next.
“People are going to talk and judge me, but I’m
not scared of that because I don’t care what other
people think of me,” Taylor said. “I’m myself, and I
can’t change my past, but I love people. I think it
could help a lot of people, so that’s why I’m writing
a book. There’s hope and there’s a light at the end
of the tunnel, and I want people to know that.”

The Past

A PREQUEL YOU CAN’T
REFUSE
The prequel novel to Mario
Puzo’s “The Godfather” is on the
horizon. “The Family Corleone”
will be based on an unproduced
screenplay written by Puzo
himself and will be written by
American author Ed Falco.
Expect to see a younger Vito on
in your bookstores next summer.

In seventh grade, Taylor experienced his first bout
of depression. It went away after a couple months
but came back with vengeance, which prompted
him to drink and smoke weed every weekend for
four years.
He spiraled deeper into depression and struggled with his relationship with his father. Taylor
believes his father’s lack of love and emotional support caused him to look for fulfillment in different
places, becoming involved in destructive activities.
Taylor’s depression worsened, and he began to see
a counselor. He was diagnosed with severe depression and bipolar, obsessive-compulsive and anxiety
disorders. His medications made him hallucinate.
“I looked in the mirror and saw a demon, then I
cut myself,” he said.
Taylor’s family struggled financially. His mother
told him one afternoon that she sold their house for
less than what it was worth and they were moving
into his aunt’s house. Instead, Taylor found his own
accommodations.
“I slept on my friend’s couches or in my van,” he

MR. TU ENTERTAINS TAYLOR COMMUNITY

B

COWELL’S ‘HIGH CONCEPT’
“American Idol” producer Simon
Cowell’s new “high concept”
game show, “Red or Black,” will
air in Britain this fall. According to
The Hollywood Reporter, the show
involves “7,000 contestants competing in a series of chance-based
challenges.” The final competitors
will play a giant game of roulette
to win one million pounds, which is
about $1.65 million.

eauty pageants typically evoke images
of hairspray, world peace and swimsuits.
Tears and high levels of estrogen characterize the moment when the coveted crown
and sash are acquired—the ultimate goal
finally achieved. For some, this moment
outshines all others.
Students sat in anticipation Thursay as the lights
dimmed for a very different type of pageant: Mr. TU.
Eleven Taylor men vying for the prestigious position
of Mr. TU entertained the crowd with their creative
talents. They sang and danced, played instruments
and videos, ate food, wooed women and answered
unique interview questions to raise money for
OneVerse. Their excitement was tangible as they
kept the audience laughing the entire time.
The evening was off to a great start when President Eugene Habecker welcomed the audience to
an event he declared had an “eternal purpose.” He

HOW TO BE A CHEAP PHILANTHROPIST

announced that the night’s fun would raise money
for translating the Bible into the native language of
Paraguay’s Toba people. The pageant raised $1,328
for this cause.
“After seeing the money we raised for God, my
heart is overjoyed,” said junior contestant Ben
Blocher said.
Illustrating some of the musical abilities on
campus, junior Ronnie Willmarth serenaded the
crowd with his musical composition about blankets
and sophomore David Perkins aired his infamous
Moodle music video. The evening also included a
cello performance by sophomore Jack Galbraith,
a dance tribute to Michael Jackson by freshman
Aaron Gale and a group dance. Blocher even ate a
4.2-pound Subway sandwich in five minutes.
To reveal the depths of their minds, each contestant answered an interview question. When asked
what biblical woman he would ask on a pick-a-date,

T
1
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After being convicted of the need for shoes
in a developing world country, Blake Mycoskie
came up with the one-for-one idea of TOMS
shoes. With every pair of TOMS shoes purchased, one pair goes directly to someone who
doesn’t have any. TOMS doesn’t advertise—
products are sold by word of mouth.
“I kind of like the idea that there is a kid running around somewhere with the same shoes
I am wearing,” said sophomore Molly Burns. “I
don’t think we should give away anything that
we wouldn’t wear ourselves.”

5

TINY HANDS INTERNATIONAL

Inspired by 19-year-old Renee, who was on
the verge of suicide, TWLOHA was created to
promote awareness and provide aid to young
adults suffering from depression and selfmutilation. The organization sells T-shirts,
pins, books, hoodies and stickers and recruits
popular musicians and celebrities to promote
its work.
“TWLOHA came to Taylor my freshman year,”
said junior Kristen Bauer. “So many people
struggle with those feelings, and it teaches us
well how to love people through that.”

3

Focusing on orphans, street children, and
victims of sex trafficking, Tiny Hands International sells fleeces, scarves, jewelry and shoulder bags to raise funds that promote awareness
of different injustices in the world.
“It has been great to see how strongly Taylor
students have supported Tiny Hands through
the fleeces,” said Swallow Robin hall director
Kendall Stanislav. “My wife was in charge of
these sales, and I couldn’t believe how many
she delivered around campus.”

AN ESSAY TEE OR AN A SEE TEE

CONTRIBUTOR

Willmarth chose Dorcus since “she must have a
lot of self-confidence.” When asked the difference
betewen a date, a pick-a-date and dating, senior
James Daniels answered, “Pronunciation.”
After coffee date raffle winners were announced,
the moment finally came to crown this year’s pageant winner. With a drum-roll from the audience,
Daniels was named the next Mr. TU. With crown,
sash and Taylor weights in hand, senior Doug Laskowske fulfilled his duty as Mr. TU and passed on
the prestigious relics to his successor. Daniels said
he was excited to win, but warned future contestants of the choreographed dance involved.
In the end, there was no hairspray, world peace or
swimsuits, but these men contributed to an event
that will make a difference in the lives of the Toba
people.

Sophomore and freshman team members race in for final laps.

RED

STREAM OF CONSCIOUSNESS:
RONNIE WILLMARTH
CONTRIBUTOR
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Junior team rolls into Taylathon in style.

C O N T R I B U T O R

wo decades ago, the face of philanthropy was and have been dubbed “trendy,” “hipster” and even a
a 60-year-old with a lot of money. Today that “fad.” Regardless of personal opinion, these non-profit
face has changed. College students are pro- organizations provide practical, tangible ways for
moting the welfare of others by purchasing a students to make a difference in the world. So what
variety of popular products.
are the top five organizations spearheading the worldThey range from shoes to shirts to jewelry changing revolution?

TO WRITE ON HER ARMS

SHE’S JUST BEING KURT
COBAIN?

Junior women take spill in heat of race.

B U R N S

TOMS

RACHEL VACHON

Covering Nirvana’s “Smells Like
Teen Spirit” on her “Gypsy Heart”
tour Friday in Ecuador, Miley Cyrus
shocked fans and critics alike.
Cyrus defended her song choice,
saying, “It’s hard being on the road
because you miss your family back
home, and this song is something
I always sing with my little brother
who can’t be with me on tour.”

M AG G I E

h, spring! It’s the best
time of year to walk outside, smell the fresh air,
and have your esophagus
pierced by an airborne pencil as you stroll past the local high
school. That’s because the students
and faculty are frantically preparing for the ACT, the SAT or whatever
three-letter standardized test they
give.
The SAT has been around since
1901, and the ACT was first administered in 1959, but they weren’t
necessary for college admittance
until a couple decades ago. Recently,
higher education institutions determined that high school graduates
must be evaluated on their ability to
take these tests without bathroom
breaks in a cold, musty-smelling
gymnasium under the watchful stare
of Mr. Twiddle, their semi-deceased
English teacher. Don’t get me wrong.
I’m not one of those naysayers who
are against standardized tests. I just
think everybody needs to calm down.
Remember back in high school
when you took those tests? Teachers
would give you two test booklets that
were taped shut and instruct you to
not break the seal until you were told,
as if doing so would release a nest of
poisonous spiders from the ceiling.
Once you were finally permitted to
open your booklets, you had to follow
along as the test proctor slowly read
the instructions and gave you valuable test-taking tips such as making
sure your pencil was not actually a
worm.
You always had to use a No. 2 pencil on the tests, which apparently
were special because they had a little
“2” etched on them. I still don’t understand. What went wrong with the No.
1 pencil? Why are No. 2 pencils the
only ones that work on the test? Did
anybody else think it was funny that
it was called a No. 2 pencil?
Once the test started, I always
found myself struggling to fill in the

little bubbles. I could never draw
inside the lines, and I spent most
of my time erasing and redrawing
my misguided marks so they were
perfect. If I didn’t know the answers,
I would guess and make shapes by
filling in random bubbles. Then, in
the last two minutes I would have to
quickly erase those and guess again,
after seeing that at one point I had
circled 12 Cs in a row.
If you’re looking for the secret to
a perfect ACT score, or at least an
average score, you should stop reading. However, I was accepted to college and feel like I know the absolute
bare minimum of what it takes to
accomplish that.
My advice for taking a standardized test is to go into it with little to
no preparation. You will do better if
you are unaware of how insanely difficult it will be. I realize that I say
this in contradiction to most of the socalled “test experts.” They are crazy
about preparation, and it’s getting
out of hand.
Parents are paying for their kids
to go to educational seminars about
standardized testing. When they’re
not at the seminars, the same kids
are forced to study whale-sized books
with names like “The Real Deal Big
Giant ACT Prep Guide That You
Need, Or Else.” Not only are these
books boring, but they are also
impractical to read, as the pages can
only be turned via forklift.
Everybody needs to calm down.
These tests are not the biggest deal
in the world, and we’re putting way
too much pressure on young people.
I will be proud of whatever score my
own kid gets on the ACT, as long as
it’s perfect. After all of my griping,
I still support standardized testing,
and I think it has a rightful place.
But that place is back in high school,
where I never have to fill in one of
those dang bubbles again.

The (PRODUCT)RED project is an initiative
with the goal of providing money and help to
people suffering from HIV/AIDS. When one
purchases (PRODUCT)RED products, a portion
of profits goes directly to the Global Fund (the
world’s leading financier of programs to fight
AIDS, TB and malaria).
The Apple Corporation has dedicated an iPod
Nano to the cause, which donates enough money
for three weeks of medicine to someone living
with AIDS in Africa. GAP, American Express,
Emporio Armani, Converse, Dell, Hallmark,
Nike, and Starbucks are involved, as well.

LIVESTRONG

4

In the mid-2000s, LIVESTRONG bracelets
could be seen on the wrists of most people in the
United States. Founded by Lance Armstrong in
1997, the organization has held events and programs, sold bracelets and helped raise awareness for the cancer epidemic plaguing the world.
Eighty-one percent of donations go directly
to programs put on by the LIVESTRONG team.
These include run and walks, bike rides, triathlons and other fundraisers. LIVESTRONG is a
global initiative with campaigns beginning in
Mexico and South Africa in 2010.
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Student directors take the stage
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Junior Justin Chisham and seniors Anne Wilson and Charlynn Knighton premiere their shows Thursday.

aylor University theater stuland and junior Ryan Maloney) lost their
TODD NAEVESTAD
dents are putting their direct4-year-old
in a tragic car accident. The
CONTRIBUTOR
ing skills to the test as they
play tells of the aftermath and details
present three plays May 12.
how healing is always beyond their reach.
Seniors Anne Wilson and Charlynn Knighton The resulting journey is an attempt to re-engage, both
and junior Justin Chisham are each directing their with each other and a world that has been tilted off
own production and promise a fine night of theater.
its axis.
Wilson is managing a version of the Greek tragThe directors selected their plays for different reaedy, “Antigone.” This ancient drama, told in modern sons. Chisham says he “immediately fell in love with
language, follows the dispute of the titular character the subtlety and humor residing within this powerful
(senior Lauren Sparks) and Creon, the king of Thebes drama.” Knighton chose her play both for the comedic
(played by Dr. Joe Ricke).
value and the message.
An improper burial forces
“I love the theme of
the two to face off in a
independence and facing
Anne Wilson, Charlynn Knighton
struggle of power, citizenyour fears and how each
ship and the suitable role
character approaches
and Justin Chisham are each
of the gods.
them differently,” she
directing their own production and
Knighton brings “Butsaid.
terflies are Free” to the
“I enjoy working on a
promise a fine night of theater.
Taylor stage. Written
small show,” said sophoin 1972, the play tells
more Sarah Sawicki, who
the story of Don Baker
plays Izzy in “Rabbit
(junior Cameron Cooper), a blind man and hero of Hole.” “The main stage shows are great, but in a stuhis mother’s children’s book series. When his over- dent show, we can really go deeper into the characters
protective mother (freshman Kathryn Irwin) meets and invest in the show.”
his aloof and sexy neighbor (sophomore Esther Neel),
The student shows are Thursday, May 12. First up
Mrs. Baker’s controlling instincts go into overdrive is “Rabbit Hole,” starting at 5:30 p.m. “Butterflies are
with hilariously touching results.
Free” begins at 8:30 p.m., and “Antigone” wraps up
Chisham directs the most modern show “Rabbit the night at 10:30 p.m. Admission is free.
Hole.” Becca and Howie Corbett (senior Lizzy Roh-

Review: The Royal Wedding
The day arrived. Unless you’ve been
and require enough air clearance to
BETHANY SIEVERT
living under a rock at the bottom
fly a Boeing 747. You might as well
CONTRIBUTOR
of the sea, you’ve heard rumblings
not even try.
about the royal wedding between
Overall, the ceremony was beautiKate Middleton and Prince William.
ful and rich with tradition. Kate’s dress was gorYou probably fell into one of three camps. The geous—conservative enough to appease the world
first was pushing up against the rails to see a but beautiful at the same time. Best of all, it didn’t
glimpse of Kate and her beautiful dress or woke have the late Princess Diana’s shoulder pads or
up at 3 a.m. to watch it. The second slept through 25-foot train. A close second for most beautiful
the whole thing and said, “What wedding?” when dress should go to Pippa Middleton, who performed
friends went on and
her maid of honor
on about it. The
duties in a ravishing
third is best picwhite dress. Kate
tured as the little
may have snagged
bridesmaid girl who
the prince, but Pippa
clapped her hands
stole the show.
over her ears and
The couple said
scrunched up her
their vows and
face to shut out the
headed to Buckingwhole noisy ordeal.
ham Palace in an
It was a modopen-air carriage
ern-day fairy tale
ride through the
between a commoner and royalty. Around two bil- streets past adoring crowds straining to get a
lion people who watched worldwide. The Youtube glimpse of the newlyweds. They arrived at Buckstream clocks in at just over three and a half hours. ingham Palace and stood among other royalty on
The ceremony lasted about an hour, half of which the balcony as the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge.
was devoted to Kate making it down the 300-foot
Around the world, people saw this as a beacon of
carpet.
light and hope. Even if there were horrible things
It does need to be pointed out that the hats were going on in the world, true love can overcome status
sorely lacking. There’s simply no point in wearing a and result in two people who loved each other very
hat to a wedding if it doesn’t take up five extra rows much. Congratulations, William and Kate.

Photo by fanpop.com

It was a modern-day fairy
tale between a commoner
and royalty.

Second Opinion: The Royal Wedding
I just don’t get it. I tried to understand the early
have passed over it if the mostly-female Echo staff
JUSTIN CHISHAM
hours and hubbub, but it is beyond me. In Bethany’s
hadn’t erupted last week. Had I omitted a mention,
A&E EDITOR
simile, I am the little girl with the scrunched face,
I believe I would have been glared at for the rest of
drowning out the noise.
my life.
And yes, I just said I was a little girl. Get over it.
I guess I might get that reaction in writing this review, but I
I have never possessed a strong connection with the British digress.
royalty. I felt that the whole “American Revolution” business
Now, for the turn in my tale.
seperated us from our English ties, but I was obviously wrong.
Over the weekend, I had a bit of downtime to watch the royal
Our excitement is outdone by the British people, but American wedding with one of my friends. Since it was playing on constant
response has been monumental. Right now, writing this article, I recap over every major news outlet, I didn’t have much choice. I
can hear the news editor talking about the availability of Pince rolled my eyes as we sat through the procession.
Harry. Royal fascination sits on the throne.
My first thought: “I would hate to have that many screaming
I distanced myself from the entire ordeal and honestly would fans at my wedding.”

Do I enjoy the constant hubbub? No. Was there something grand
about that wedding? A begrudging sure.
As my friend and I sarcastically commented on English tradition
and the eye-rolling announcer, I had to admit to myself that there
was something fascinating about this wedding. It was so big and
grandiose that I have to give it some sort of praise. Parts of the
ceremony seemed to ooze that classic Disney magic, and the subtle
smiles were surprisingly touching. I still don’t think it is worth
the hyper-analysis it garners, but romance was present. Bethany
is right to call it a modern-day fairy tale.
I still plan on covering my ears, but I guess I will unscrunch
my face.

Photo by ctburdick.wordpress.com

Review: ‘Out of a Far Country’
“Out of a Far Country: A Gay Son’s Journey to God. A
For Yuan, who has spoken in chapel in the past,
EMILY MOORE
Broken Mother’s Search for Hope,” co-written by Chris- C O N T R I B U T O R
“Out of a Far Country” is the fruit of work he has been
topher Yuan and his mother, Angela Yuan, takes an
doing since his conversion. This comes along with his
uncommon approach by sharing the story of one man’s declara- speaking tours and the work he has done with men’s ministries,
tion of homosexuality and his mother’s response. Reading these prison outreaches and HIV positive communities.
two testimonies side by side reveals the way God wove himself
Since his conversion, Yuan received his bachelor’s from Moody
throughout their story, from Yuan’s incarceration and receiving Bible Institute (MBI) and his masters from Wheaton College
his HIV positive status to his mother’s conversion and healed Graduate School. He is pursuing his doctorate of ministry from
marriage.
Bethel Seminary while teaching at MBI.
Angela Yuan gave her life to Christ roughly 48 hours after Yuan
announced that he was a homosexual and slammed the door on
his parents and his past life. Her faith kept her afloat while Yuan’s
life continued to spiral downward. Angela Yuan prayed the prayer
that every parent struggles with: whatever it takes to bring him
back to you, Lord.
And that’s what happened. After his announcement, he traded
his textbooks for drug dealing and led a headlining life in the gay
scene in large cities around the nation. After one too many run-ins
with the Drug Enforcement Administration, Yuan met God when
he pulled a Bible out of a prison trash can. With so much time
on his hands, he was more receptive to his mother’s prayers and
guidance and to learning more about the Christ who redeemed
his parents and their marriage.
“Out of a Far Country” is not a how-to guide for those facing
either coming out to their parents or struggling with how to react
to a close friend or relative who is homosexual. It is a mother and
son’s story of survival. It wouldn’t be as moving without the complete transparency that both Yuan and his mother demonstrate
when recalling past events.
Through everything from dealing drugs, watching friends die
of AIDS and coping with his own diagnosis, they aren’t concerned
with how Yuan’s actions reflect on him or the family. They put
a greater priority on making sure that readers understand the
necessity of prayer and faith in the most dire situations. Such a
transparency brings out an authentic story about how God was
with the mother and son, though they “walked through the valley
of the shadow of death” at times.
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FRIEND REQUEST
BY

K A R A

“Friends” is my favorite sitcom. It’s a little outdated, perhaps, but there’s something wonderful about the idea of
young people growing together and genuinely enjoying
each other—celebrating joys, mourning losses, laughing,
crying, fighting, forgiving and learning who they are and
who they want to become.
I saw a poster a few weeks ago with a picture of the
“Friends” cast crowded around two milkshakes. Below the
image it read: “Remember the days when you had six real
‘Friends’ instead of 1,000 Facebook friends?”
My heart literally ached when I read that. It’s sad
because it’s true. Facebook
has redefined friendship,
and not just on the Internet.
Campus is full of “Facebook
friendships” that seem
focused on quantity more
than quality.
Although Taylor is known
for “intentional community,” sometimes it seems
like we’ve confused forming actual friendships with
the attractive alternative of
making as many “friends” as
possible. We greet people on
our way to class and, when
they ask how we’re doing,
we say, “Just fine,” and keep
walking, but there’s something superficial about it all.
Conversations sound like polite mental checklists. A campus full of smiling faces and “just fines” still feels empty.
Where is the consistency? Where are the people who
want to spend time together on a regular basis instead of
hanging out with different groups every weekend? Loneliness is part of the college experience that comes with
increased independence, but it also reflects an inability to
form friendships that go beyond the surface level.
We’ve been convinced that to be well-rounded people
and “good” Christians, we have to be social butterflies,

H AC K E T T,

L I F E

&
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fluttering from person to person to accumulate acquaintances. But there’s something to be said for our investing
time and emotions in a few close friends instead of spreading ourselves too thin for real relationships.
If being a Christian is about having as many friends as
possible, Christ was a poor example. He loved everyone,
but he didn’t spend an equal amount of time with everyone. He couldn’t. God can be everywhere at once, but as a
person, it’s physically impossible. Instead, Christ consistently spent time with his disciples, and he spent the most
time with his close companions: Peter, James and John.
Removing an inner circle
of friends from the equation makes all of our friendships feel hollow. Being a
good Christian—or even a
good person—is not about
pretending to be everyone’s
best friend. It’s about loving
everyone and investing in a
few best friends.
Don’t get me wrong. I’m
not endorsing exclusivity or
cliques. We should always
include others, but when we
try to be best friends with
everyone, we end up being
friends with no one.
As college students, we’re
all busy, but the most important moments happen when
nothing’s happening at all. The best friendships are made
in the consistency and routine of everyday life. That’s why
sitcoms like “Friends” are so popular.
Critics call “Friends” a show without a plot, and they’re
right. It’s about ordinary people doing ordinary things.
It’s about daily life. It’s about nothing, but somehow it’s
about everything. The characters are truly invested in
each other, and their relationships make the ordinary
extraordinary. After all, that’s what friends are for.

Facebook has redefined
friendship, and not just on
the Internet. Campus is full
of “Facebook friendships”
that seem focused on quantity more than quality.

GOING TO CHAPEL?
COULD FOREGOING CHAPEL
BENEFIT SPIRITUAL GROWTH?

What about women?
H E AT H E R

Skipping chapel every once in a
favor of more personal, spiritual
KARI TRAVIS
while is a practice that might bengrowth. My conclusions are stated
CONTRIBUTOR
efit the spiritual growth of the stuas follows.
dent body.
1.The corporate nature of chaWhile this may seem like a drastic premise, pel nurtures but doesn’t necessarily provide
I assure you I am not recommending a boycott personal growth.
from worshipping God. On the contrary, I am
If we attend chapel on a regular basis but
presenting the opinion that, while chapel is a don’t make any other time in our schedules for
great form of corporate worship, it may occa- personal time with God, we are only stunting
sionally get in the way of our personal growth our spiritual growth in the long run. In order
with God.
to grow together, we must also grow apart. If
In the midst of all of its academic excellence, skipping chapel allows us to spend that hour
Taylor University makes a point of promoting with God on a one-on-one basis, then it is
faith and spiritual growth above all else. This highly beneficial. (Sorry, people. I am not recgoal for spiritual development is admirable. ommending that you skip chapel on purpose
However, such relentless pursuit of biblical just to take a nap.)
understanding creates an interesting situation
2.Though chapel coordinators try to mix
that can have the opposite effect on students. up the order of things, chapel may still seem
For example, Taylor University keeps a repetitious to students, causing them to take
schedule loaded with Bible
it for granted.
studies, small groups, chapel,
Repetition can easily lead
church opportunities and other
to boredom. When we sit in
ministries focused on worship.
chapel and hear a variation
Was chapel really
I am certain all of these proof songs in a repeated cycle,
only about meagrams are beneficial in specific
or think the message is going
ways. My one concern, though,
suring up to Chris- to be another talk about faith
is the attitude in which I and
and learning, our brains are
tian standards set
many of my friends approach
bound to check out. Therefore,
such worship.
skipping may help refresh
by peer groups?
When I first arrived on
the mind and bring it back
Wasn’t it supposed
campus, I was excited about
to “alert mode.” That way, we
attending chapels, wing wormight actually absorb the
to mean more to
ships and special seminars.
speaker’s message the next
Taylor students?
But the more time I spent on
time we attend.
campus, the more I realized
3.The community aspect of
many of these programs felt
chapel may easily foster disrepetitious. I continued to go
tractions during the time of
to chapel, but not because I felt
worship.
it would benefit me as a Christian. Instead, I
If we do not curb these distractions, then we
was afraid of what other people might think can easily turn chapel into a time for simply
if I suddenly quit. Chapel became a meaning- “hanging out” with friends. By skipping chapel
less period for snoozing rather than a time for occasionally, we might be able to come back
spiritual renewal.
with an improved appreciation for what worA few weeks into my downward spiral, I ship actually is; a time to communicate with
talked with a friend who said she had missed God. Not the people in the seats beside us.
chapel four times in a row, and was afraid of
When we begin to take institutions like
what her wing might think of her if she did so chapel for granted, they then become nothagain. A conversation with another friend just ing more to us than a pointless tradition. In
a few days later revealed similar feelings. My my opinion, if we live without chapel for a
jumbled thoughts on the subject became even day or two, perhaps we can better understand
more perplexed. Was chapel really only about its positive effect on our lives. So don’t worry
measuring up to Christian standards set by about what your peers think of you. If you feel
peer groups? Wasn’t it supposed to mean more that a break from chapel will help put things
to Taylor students?
in perspective, go ahead and skip. Doing so
It was at this time I began to consider the rejuvenated my perspective, and I hope it will
benefits of intentionally skipping chapel in do the same for yours.

Need a soapbox?
Become a contributor to the Opinions section!
Email emily_luttrull@tayloru.edu for more information. Let your voice be heard.
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My senior year has been full of uncer- women not being “permitted to teach
tainty. Questions about post-graduation or exercise authority over a man,” but
plans have been flooding in lately, but instructed to remain quiet (1 Tim. 2:12),
before these questions began in earnest, is often emphasized when discussions
many others had burned in my mind for on gender roles in the church and socialmost a year. What does it mean to be a ety arise. I once thought these were the
woman? How do I, as a woman, find my only passages that held answers to my
place in society, culture and the church? questions. I felt confined and restricted,
Although these questions focus qualities that are not of God.
on issues surrounding females, they
I have realized that in order to have
involve both men and women and go a complete and unified idea of what
beyond the complementarian versus it means to be a woman, you must
egalitarian debate. They go back to what take into account the entire scope of
it means to be fundamentally human. the Bible. There are stories and pasWhy are there two different genders, sages that discuss the leadership of
and why did
women (Deborah),
God create
the vision of Jesus’
them like he
work on earth
did? What is
(Mary’s Song), the
my purpose,
involvement of
From all this I wonder, what
as a woman, in
w o m e n i n Je s u s ’
does God want me to do? Is it
reflecting God’s
ministry (Luke 8:1right and good for women to be
character and
3) and the story of
nature?
prophet Huldah, to
in leadership in the church?
As a Chriswhom Josiah sent
tian educahis advisers when
tion ministries
he wondered what
major, I thrive
to do with the Book
when I study
of the Covenant.
God’s word, thoughtfully reflect on it Her advice and words began the revival
and then teach and discuss it with oth- in Jerusalem during Josiah’s reign (2
ers. I have found my calling. I have a Chron. 34:22-33).
leader’s heart, a shepherd’s heart and
These passages, and the controversy
a pastor’s heart.
they generate in the church, create
Imagine my dismay and confusion even more questions. From all this I
when I discovered my gifts, looked for wonder, what does God want me to do?
a place to use them and found many Is it right and good for women to be
doors closed or opened only reluctantly. in leadership in the church? Why are
I have often wondered why God made there so few there? If spiritual gifts are
me the way I am if he doesn’t want me distributed to both genders, is it right
to do what he gifted me to do.
to have qualifications on how to use
I have believed since I was a child them based on gender? Obviously men
that the Bible is the written word of God and women are different, so how does
and contains wisdom and knowledge for one appreciate and affirm differences to
how to know and love him. However, edify the body? And why, in my mind, do
going to Scriptures for answers to these these differences often feel like liabiliquestions sometimes provokes contro- ties instead of assets for women?
versy as well as more questions. I have
I know I will have these answers in
often read the passage about women heaven someday. Until then, it is my
remaining silent within the church (1 hope that believers everywhere, men
Cor. 14:34) with confusion. This pas- and women, faithfully pursue the
sage, as well as the passage about answers here on earth.
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TRACK TEAMS WIN SIX EVENTS AT CONFERENCE

TROJAN SPORTS
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IN BRIEF

Senior Scott Gill sprints the 200-meter dash at the MCC Championships Saturday. Gill finished third in the 200 and was named to the MCC All-Conference Team.

Looking at their schedule at the
Senior Scott Gill showed great
GABE BAIN
beginning of the season, the track S T A F F W R I T E R endurance, competing in four
team knew MCC championships
events and being named an allwould not be an easy task. But with strong conference performer. Friday, Gill finished
performances from the men’s and women’s second in both high jump and long jump. Satteams, the Trojans were able to capture third urday, he received two third-place finishes in
and fourth place finishes, preparing them for the 100-meter dash (10.77) and the 200-meter
what’s to come the rest of the season.
dash (22.00).
The men scored 126 points throughout the
“Scott had a great weekend, a tough weekweekend. The women finished with 128.5 end,” Bowers said. “He had two jump compepoints, a 40-point increase from last year’s titions and two races on Friday. Then came
MCC championship, according to head coach back with three races on Saturday and was
Ted Bowers.
stellar through it all.”
“One of the things that you kind of worry
In the 3,000-meter steeplechase, sophoabout are is everybody ready for a champion- more Corbin Slater and senior Matt Bane
ship meet,” Bowers said. “I felt like we were finished with first- and fourth-place finishes,
really ready to compete, and I thought we did respectively. Slater was the only other men’s
a good job at that.”
track team first-place winner that weekend,
The men’s team was without senior Bryan finishing with a time of 9:49.95.
Allingham Saturday after he suffered a ham“There were fewer standout performances,”
string injury during the 4x100-meter relay final. Bowers said. “Everyone did what they were
Due to the injury, the Trojans did not finish.
capable of doing. Nobody went out of the box.”
Taylor was boosted by two first-place finThe women continued their strong season
ishes from sophomore Kyle Anderson. He by breaking more school records, including
secured a first-place victory in the 400-meter the second-place 4x100 meter relay with a
hurdles with a time of 56.15. Anderson was time of 47.68. Running in the 4x100-meter
also a member of the first-place 4x400-meter relay were freshman Carlene Johnson, sophorelay team, consisting of seniors Brian more Henrietta Carey, junior Stephanie KenTencher, Kyle Cassidy and Nate Kirsch.
ney and senior LaJoya Smith.

Carey turned in a great weekend with three
first-place wins and a few school records to
go along with it. She finished first in the 100meter dash (12.15) and the 200-meter dash
(24.98). The latter performance broke her
previous school record.
“[Carey] has raised the level of our sprint
group,” Bowers said. “She has pulled people
with her.”
Taylor dominated the 200-meter dash final,
taking three of the top four-place finishes.
Carey (24.98), Johnson (25.32) and Kenney
(25.85) all finished with times under 26 seconds.
Kenney also picked up a second-place finish
for the Trojans in the 400-meter dash with a
time of 57.37.
Carey, Johnson and Kenney were all named
to the MCC All-Conference team, and Anderson, Slater and Henson were named All-Conference performers for the men.
“There was pressure on everyone to perform, and if you make mistakes you are done,”
Bowers said. “It’s important to use that meet
[MCC Championship] to lead us in going into
nationals.”
Taylor will host the Taylor Invitational
tomorrow at the George Glass Track and
Field Complex.

GOLF FINISHES SIXTH AT MCC CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Taylor University golf team
“I think they played well,” said
GABE BAIN
made a surge during the final
head
coach Jon Cavanagh. “They
STAFF WRITER
round of the MCC Championgot themselves into a bit of a defship to place sixth overall, their best finish icit, playing poorly during the first 18 holes,
since 2006.
but then they fought back in the second and
The Trojans played 36 holes Monday and third rounds to really pass some teams and
18 holes Tuesday. Five players competed compete.”
each round, and the four best scores counted.
The course was very saturated and played
After the first round of the MCC Champi- differently than it normally does. Due to
onship at Stonehenge Golf and Country Club, rain, a “lift, clean and place” rule was implethe Trojans were 15 strokes behind seventh mented. Players could give themselves a
place. Their first-round team total was 320. better lie, no closer to the hole, as long as
The Trojans bounced back during the sec- the ball was not in a hazard.
ond round Monday and shot a team total of
The Trojans have dealt with horrible
302 to close the gap on the field.
weather this spring, but Cavanagh saw some
During the final 18 holes Tuesday, the benefits from all the rain.
Trojans climbed from eighth place to sixth.
“It made them more mentally tough, and
Junior Tyler Ramsland and sophomore we actually played better as compared to
Jimmy Fahlen led the comeback, each shoot- the field when the weather was really bad.”
ing a final-round 75. Ramsland finished
Junior Steve Deckert shot an 82 during
14-over for 17th place at the championships, the opening round but came back and shot a
while Fahlen finished 18-over for 23rd place. 79 Tuesday. Deckert was the third Trojan to

break 80 during the final round. He finished
35-over for 32nd place. Freshman Brandon
Tereshko shot 80 during the final round to
finish 31st.
The Trojans have been without junior
Evan Gather, who severely cut his hand
early in the season.
“[The injury] pretty much robbed him of
the entire season,” Cavanagh said. “He is
one of our experienced players and certainly
leads by example with his work ethic. So for
him to be out was pretty disappointing—I
know for him and for the guys.”
Cavanagh saw room for improvement for
next season.
“Our scores need to be lower, and they need
to develop more consistency in being prepared for tournaments, and playing their
best in tournament competition,” he said.
Huntington overcame a 10-stroke deficit
going into the final round to win the MCC
Championship over Marian by two strokes.

BASEBALL (35-14,
21-1)

MEN’S TRACK
AND FIELD

RESULTS
04/30 versus Cardinal
Stritch W, 6-5, W, 8-4
05/04 at MCC Tournament
versus St. Francis L, 2-3
05/04 at MCC Tournament
versus Marian L, 4-5

RESULTS
04/29-30 at MCC
Conference Championships
4th of 9, 126 Points

SCHEDULE
*05/12-16 at NAIA National
Championship Opening
Round
*Pending NAIA announcement
of tournament at large bids. Announcement will be made Sunday.

REVIEW
After going 21-1 in regular
season conference play,
the baseball team was
eliminated from the MCC
Tournament on its first day
with losses to St. Francis
and Marian. Taylor was
bested by St. Francis in
a 14 innings marathon
in game one, then fell to
Marian 5-4 in the second
game, eliminating them
from the tournament.
Yesterday junior Ryne Otis
was named MCC Player of
the year after batting 0.434
and having six home runs
in conference play.
SOFTBALL (19-22,
9-7)
RESULTS
04/29 versus Bethel
L, 0-2, L, 2-6
04/30 versus St. Mary-ofthe-Woods W, 2-1, W, 11-4
05/04 at MCC Tournament
versus Indiana Wesleyan
W, 4-2
05/04 at MCC Tournament
versus Bethel L 1-7
05/04 at MCC Tournament
versus Spring Arbor, L, 3-5
SCHEDULE
Season Concluded
REVIEW
Prior to playing in the MCC
Tournament Wednesday,
the softball team closed
their regular season
Saturday with two nonconference wins at home
versus St. Mary-of-theWoods. Down 1-0 in the
bottom of the seventh,
the Trojans rallied back
to win 2-1. Junior Alyssa
Brodbeck’s walk off single
capped off Taylor’s five-hit
charge. The Trojans scored
a run in every inning of
game two on their way to
a convincing 11-4 victory.
Senior Maggie Burns and
junior Laura Strode both
went 3-4 in the victory.
GOLF
RESULTS
05/02-03 at MCC
Championships 6th of 9,
931 Strokes (+79)
SCHEDULE
Season Concluded
REVIEW
The golf team ended its
season with a sixth-place
finish at the MCC Championships. Junior Tyler
Ramsland was the top Trojan, finishing 17th overall
at 14 over par. Sophomore
Jimmy Fahlen finished 23rd
overall at 18 over par.

SCHEDULE
05/06 at Indiana University
Billy Hayes Invitational
05/07 Taylor Invitational
11 a.m.
05/13 at North Central
Invitational
05/26-28 at NAIA National
Outdoor Championships
REVIEW
The men’s track team won
three events en route to a
fourth-place finish at the
MCC Championships last
weekend. A pair of sophomores won both individual
championships for Taylor.
Corbin Slater won the
3,000-meter steeplechase
for the Trojans with a time
of 9:49.95, while Kyle Anderson finished first in the
400-meter hurdles in just
56.15 seconds. Anderson
was joined by seniors Brian
Tencher, Kyle Cassidy and
Nate Kirsch in winning the
4x400-meter relay. In the
field events for the Trojans,
senior Scott Gill placed
second in both the long
and high jumps, and fellow
senior Josh Henson placed
second in the triple jump.
After the meet Henson, Gill,
Anderson and Slater were
each named to the MCC
All-Conference Team.
WOMEN’S TRACK
AND FIELD
RESULTS
04/29-30 at MCC
Conference Championships
3rd of 9, 128.5 Points
SCHEDULE
05/06 at Indiana University
Billy Hayes Invitational
05/07 Taylor Invitational
11 a.m.
05/13 at North Central
Invitational
05/26-28 at NAIA National
Outdoor Championships
REVIEW
Sophomore Henrietta Carey
earned two first-place
finishes, helping the
women’s track team take
third place overall at the
MCC Championships. Carey
won the 100-meter dash,
then broke her own school
record in the 200-meter
dash for another victory.
The Trojans claimed three
of the top four spots in the
200 with juniors LaJoya
Smith and Stephanie
Kenney finishing third
and fourth, respectively.
Carey, Smith and Kenney
were joined by freshman
Carlene Johnson, breaking
another school record and
taking second place in the
4x400-meter relay. Johnson
won the javelin throw for
the Trojans, and Kenney
placed second in the
400-meter dash. After the
meet Carey, Johnson and
Kenney were each named
to the MCC All-Conference
team. Monday Carey was
named MCC Track Athlete
of the Week for the third
time this season.
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Sophomore Holly Tomaszewski delivers a pitch earlier this
season.

The softball team’s season
DANIEL MORRILL unbelievably great softball,”
ended Wednesday after S P O R T S C O - E D I T O R Bowser said.
losses to No. 21 Bethel and
In their third game of
Spring Arbor on day one of the MCC the day, the Trojans faced elimination
Tournament.
against Spring Arbor. Taylor jumped
With the losses, Taylor finished the out to an early 3-0 lead, but the Couseason at 19-22, a six-win improve- gars answered back with two runs on
ment from last season. A 9-7 MCC four hits in the top of the fourth. The
record netted the Trojan’s fourth place Trojans were scoreless for the rest of
in the conference after a preseason poll the game, while Spring Arbor took
predicted they would finish seventh.
advantage of Taylor’s second error to
“It’s been a great year,” said head coach take the lead and win with three more
Brad Bowser. “I’m just really proud of runs in the top of the seventh.
the way the girls have played, the way
“It was really our game, we just
they’ve battled. We never quit battling. didn’t make plays,” Bowser said.
As a coach, it’s been a ton of fun.”
While their season ended earlier
Taylor went into the tournament than they wanted it to, the Trojans set
optimistic and focused on attacking a school record for hits in a season, raisthe ball on defense.
ing their team batting average 53 points
“We wanna win it,” Bowser said Tues- from 0.253 in 2010 to 0.306 this year.
day. “That’s our goal. Anything less The team ERA dropped almost a full
and we’ll be disappointed.”
run from 2010, falling from 4.31 to 3.46.
Taylor began the action Wednes“We came up short from where we
day with a 4-2 win over rival Indiana really wanted to be,” Bowser said. “But
Wesleyan. Down 1-0 in the fourth, the we battled. We worked hard. The girls
Trojans took the lead with RBI hits just had a phenomenal season … They
from freshman Emily Tweedy and have a lot to be proud of.”
sophomore Holly Tomaszewski. TayTaylor improved in every major
lor pushed across two more runs in offensive statistical category in Bowsthe fifth to extend the lead to 4-1. The er’s first year as head coach of the
Wildcats tried to rally in the seventh team. His positive outlook had a lot to
but only managed one run, bringing do with their success.
the final score to 4-2.
“We would not have the confidence
“We played extremely well,” Bowser in knowing that we have potential
said. “[Tomaszewski] threw the ball to actually win the tournament if it
extremely well, just played a great game, wasn’t for his support and confidence
had no errors, played well defensively.”
in us throughout the season,” said
The Lady Trojans entered the win- junior Alyssa Brodbeck.
ners’ bracket to face defending chamStill a young team, the Trojans
pion and No. 1 seeded Bethel. They remain confident looking forward to
led 1-0 going into the bottom of the next spring. They will graduate only
fifth inning, but the Pilots’ explosive one player this year, senior second
offense finally broke through for four baseman Maggie Burns. Burns hit
runs. Bethel added three more runs in 0.336 and scored 18 runs in her final
the sixth to win 7-1. The Pilots went season with the Trojans.
on to win the tournament and advance
“We’re moving forward,” Bowser said.
to the NAIA Championships for the “We’ve grown in confidence. That’s
second straight season.
what excites me more than anything.”
“We played four and a half innings of
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SOFTBALL SEASON ENDS IN MCC TOURNAMENT

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Sam Stufflebam
YEAR:

Junior

HOMETOWN

St. Charles, Mo.

LOCATION ON
CAMPUS:

The Brotherhood

NICKNAMES:

Stuff, Big Stuff, Stuffy,
StuffleSam

HAMMER THROW
OR SHOT PUT
(WHICH DO YOU
PREFER?):

Hammer, by far

INSPIRATIONAL
ATHLETE(S):

Lance Deal, Rulon
Gardner, Josh Finch

